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10 Shocking Benefits of Using LiquiLogic Ultra-Concentrates 

1. Simpler, Low-Cost Freight – Ultra-Concentrates - even with a hazardous 
materials declaration - are far less costly to transport vs. drums!  Shipping 
traditional drum products translates into shipping water and the cost of shipping 
water is high.  Utilizing Ultra-Concentrates could save a water treatment service 
company and end use customers hundreds to thousands of dollars in annual overall 
freight costs! 

 
2. Easier, Safer Handling – Volume reduction in utilizing Ultra-Concentrates 

translates into an easier handling profile.  Instead of moving 30 or 55-gallon drums 
you are moving 1 gallon or 4-gallon cased containers. It is far easier and safer to 
handle the smaller containers vs. traditional drums!  

 
3. Greener – Ultra-Concentrates do not require drastic changes in product 

formulations.  No wasted energy or use of inert binding agents or formulation aids 
to get the products to be in final form.  LiquiLogic uses a far simpler and more 
straightforward approach that translates directly to being Greener, as there is no 
increase in carbon footprint or energy consumption. LiquiLogic Ultra-Concentrates 
utilizes the advantage of levels of concentration to help reduce recycling volumes 
and carbon emissions.  

 
4. Serious Water Savings – Unlike solids, Ultra-Concentrates do not require water 

to remake/resolubilize the product!  No water lines or backflow or overflow issues 
at all!  Ultra-Concentrates do not require any water at all to apply, allowing for a 
truly Plug N Play system! 

 
5. Fewer Variances, More Consistency – Unlike Solid to Liquid to Dispense 

products, since we do not require water to resolubilize, we do not have applied 
water pressures or temperature or chemical dissolution variances which can affect 
the consistency of the made solid solutions!  Ultra-Concentrates are in final 
blended form, are homogeneous and are truly Ready to Use!   

 
6. Reliability – High quality Ultra-Concentrates utilize proven, respected and well-

known raw materials in the water treatment industry!  Ultra-Concentrates do not 
represent “new” chemistries. They are a simplified no-touch way to apply products 
without extraneous water dilution. They also do not need any formulation aids like 
extra caustic or solvents which are inherent to traditional drum treatments.  This 
leads to a higher percentage of raw material actives and low percentages of any 
kind of inert materials.  

MORE ABOUT… 

…REDUCING WASTE 

Our Ultra-Concentrated solutions are 

compact and efficient, removing the need 

for large chemical drums 

 

…REDUCING COSTS 

By having a sleek wall-mounted 

dispenser, we alleviate the burden of 

shipping, disposing, and recycling large 

chemical drums putting more money 

back in your pocket 

 

…BOOSTING PERFORMANCE 

Do you ever feel like you’re spending too 

much time and energy worrying about 

your Commercial water treatment needs?  

Our proprietary formulations give you 

back the time you need to avoid 

unwanted distractions and to focus on 

your business! 
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10 Shocking Benefits of Using LiquiLogic Ultra-Concentrates 

7. Truly Customizable – Ultra-Concentrate products can be privatized to reflect 
the specific product formulations or raw material components customers would 
prefer.  This leads to more effective formulations that offer better performance 
thanks to a truly customized chemical program. 

 
8. Fully Scalable – Ultra-Concentrates are not just for smaller applications - they 

can be scaled up to include any size container and dispenser option! For Ultra-
Concentrates (unlike Solid options) there are no limitations to scale.  Want Ultra-
Concentrates in tote bins to apply to a large facility, no problem!   

 
9. Better Product Selection – Microbiocide selection for solids is very limited!  

Ultra-Concentrates have a far wider raw material base with a broader biocide 
selection. Solid to Liquid to Dispense chemistries are limited to whatever raw 
materials can be bound or absorbed and not all raw materials can be turned into 
solids.  And that process requires substantial amounts of inert ingredients.  

 

10. Affordability – Ultra-Concentrates have similar use application costs vs. 
traditional drum products and certainly compete vs. Solid to Liquid to Dispense!  
When you equalize the cost vs. the far lower application rates per pound, you find 
that Ultra-Concentrates are very cost competitive.  Simplicity dispensers for Ultra-
Concentrates are just capture tanks and are very cost competitive vs. Solid 
dispensers! 

 

 

Ready to Learn More? 

Now’s the time to take control of your Water Treatment Costs! LiquiLogic 
provides a simpler and safer option when it comes to applying water treatment 

chemicals to your system. 
 

Our wall-mounted Simplicity System helps to reduce your costs associated with 
freight and recycling chemical drums. LiquiLogic can custom design a Simplicity 
System to fit your needs. We supply all of the ultra-concentrates and equipment 

necessary for a quick installation to get you up and running fast! 
 

Call us today at 855-927-6543 or visit us at LiquiLogicLLC.com to learn more! 

MORE ABOUT… 

…FUNCTIONALITY  

Our products require no external 

water lines or emergency procedures 

for backflow and overflow. Simplicity 

is designed to be wall mounted, 

allowing for more room in your 

facility! No more chemical drums 

taking up valuable floorspace! 

 

…DELIVERY EFF IC IENCY 

Our Products come in convenient 1-

4 Gallon containers and utilize 

compact, wall-mounted dispensers, 

making it much easier to ship than 

55 Gallon drum alternatives. 

 

…USAGE MAXIMIZATION 

Our Product is an ultra-concentrated 

liquid, eliminating the worry about 

product overflow or product 

dissolution stability. 


